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Prithvi Development Studio is an easy to use application development environment specially designed for Microchip PIC microcontrollers. This tool provides easy to use, feature rich application development environment for PIC microcontroller developers, using GCBASIC programming language.
Main features of this tool are:- Strictly compatible What we mean by strictly compatible is that you can use Prithvi developed application and make a mixed use If you just want to use a part of the logic and use the other parts of the application, you can use it. Easy to use You don't need to know
GCBASIC or Microchip PIC. Prithvi Development Studio provides a default simple color - coded syntax of GCBASIC, provides auto complete of keywords, and object oriented graphical user interfaces with drag and drop functionality. Best applications development Prithvi Development Studio
provides more features than others. For example, object orientated programming, multi-threading, networking, and FTP support. Integrated debugger It provides the full IDE debugger. You can step through code, break execution at your wish, monitor registers, port status, any interrupt, trace,
context switch, and many more. It enables you to write code faster Keyboard shortcuts It provides keyboard shortcuts. For example, cursor movement in the editor is done in keyboard. You can do everything using keyboard. FTP/Telnet server You can use it as FTP or Telnet server. This tool
provides more features than some of the popular tools. PLC Codec Studio was created with programmers, who are looking for a easy, efficient and quality tool that will allow them to write PLC and other c++ codes without hitting any walls or giving rise to errors and coding bugs. PLC Codec
Studio can be downloaded and used freely. The tool is licensed as freeware. Our company is a developer, publisher and manufacturer of high-quality multimedia applications. Our motto is: "If we don't try, we will never succeed". Our company was established in 2002 in Brno, Czech Republic with
the purpose to develop applications with a scientific approach in high-speed multimedia, 3D graphics, high performance I/O... we develop a full range of applications from 1D2D to 3D animation and Video hosting. PKLODE is a Virtual environment for the.NET Framework. Its' purpose is to
manage.NET applications consisting of one or more executable units. A unit
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The Cylinder Type (or Fluid Simulation) is a technique of simulating fluid flow using a rather simple set of equations known as the Navier-Stokes equations. The usefulness of this technique has been known for quite some time, but the complexity of the underlying mathematics has made it rather
hard to use. Autodesk’s Fusion 360 is a 3D rendering and design tool from the world’s largest PYRAMID technology company. This tool can be used to design and render 3D objects and environments. The user interface of Fusion 360 is designed to make designing and rendering a three
dimensional object as simple and easy as possible. Autodesk’s Fusion 360 Features: Morph Dims is an easy-to-use add-on that allows you to manipulate 3D objects into different shapes. You can transform, rotate, scale, and flip objects in your drawing. You can also apply a color fill or outline to
3D objects. You can import and export 3D models, as well as quickly browse in and out an existing model. Combine multiple PDFs, PDF fragments, and page layouts into a single document with the Print Composer from Adobe®. Print Composer allows you to make adjustments in layout, color,
and resolution, and has a PDF “preview” function that lets you view your changes before printing or exporting. You can also use this tool to convert, combine, and rearrange existing pages to create a new PDF file. Adobe® Paintshop Pro allows you to create and edit digital photos and
illustrations easily and quickly, making it perfect for web and print graphics. * Paintshop Pro can open, edit and save multiple files simultaneously * Built-in Screen Savers create and save art that can be displayed on monitors, projectors, scanners and other devices * New 3D effects and digital
painting tools give you rich creative control over the look of your images * Edit and organize images using powerful image presets * Save and share your work quickly and easily via email * Build a “gallery” of favorite images * Trim, crop, rotate, enhance and correct images with the built-in
image editor * Retouch and enhance images with new digital effects * Create custom layouts for your graphics with text, graphics, shapes and backgrounds * Create captions and add text effects easily * Automatically create Web graphics and links with the built-in 3a67dffeec
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1. Microchip Embedded Application Monitor 2. PICASM Compiler 3. GCBASIC Compiler 4. PICASM Linker Prithvi Development Studio is designed to provide facilities like: 1. Easy to use graphical user interface (GUI), 2. Microchip PIC Microcontroller Programming, 3. Development of Application
prototypes or finished applications. 4. Use of Microchip PIC Microcontrollers, 5. Storage of the developed application source code in a network (Local and Remote). Microchip embedded application monitor is used to view debugger logic, register etc. of PIC microcontrollers. Users can use this tool
to develop application source code (whether C-based or Microchip PIC assembly language based) For PICASM Compiler -> 1. Link an application into a format, which can be loaded, executed and debugged on any PIC Microcontroller. 2. Provides a command line compiler and a linker for
generating application code for PIC Microcontroller. 3. Allows the developer to link the application object file to a specific target microcontroller. 4. Also allows user to make a link between multiple application object files and makes a specific application run on a selected microcontroller. 5. Is
applicable to run on any board and PIC microcontroller. 6. Provides a command line debugger for development and debugging. Prithvi Development Studio is developed for GCBASIC Compiler -> 1. GCBASIC Compiler for PIC Microcontroller, provides facilities to develop, compile and debug
applications in the form of object files. 2. Used to develop, compile and debug applications in the form of object files. 3. Generates application object file (.AX) on the basis of program source code of application. 4. This program is used to write applications, which are executed on the same PIC
Microcontroller. 5. Linked the application object files to the specific target microcontroller. 6. Provides command line debugger for the debugging of the applications. Prithvi Development Studio is used for PICASM Linker -> 1. Used to develop, compile and debug applications in the form of object
files. 2. Generates the applications.AX file. 3. Used to develop, compile and debug applications in the form of object files. 4. Allows the user to view the debugger logic of a PIC Microcontroller.

What's New In?

Prithvi development studio is easy to use IDE for device programming. You can program in both Push button programming mode and also you can program in the traditional way of using software developer's board. Prithvi includes integrated assembler of PIC microcontroller, debug monitor,
debugger, waveform, drawing etc. you can also see How To Setup & How To Use section to learn more about using Prithvi Development Studio. Prithvi Development Studio features: Prithvi includes integrated assembler, debugger, waveform, and drawing support for a wide range of PIC
microcontrollers. Prithvi includes integrated assembler, debugger, waveform, and drawing support for PIC16 series, PIC18 series, PIC24, PIC32, and PIC33 microcontrollers. Prithvi includes integrated assembler for PIC32 microcontroller and also you can program in all the supported devices. You
can program the PIC microcontroller in either Push button programming mode or in traditional way. You can perform architecture, code, data, and memory browsing with the help of inbuilt features of Prithvi. You can easily customize the various tools of Prithvi based on your convenience. You
can import device definition (.dfnd) files of PIC microcontroller from GCMACD. Prithvi includes an integrated high performance debugger with real time code tracing for PIC microcontroller. Prithvi includes an inbuilt bit twiddling and hexadecimal bit manipulator, thereby greatly simplifying the
Hexadecimal manipulation. You can easily perform low level memory addressing of the PIC microcontroller. You can easily perform direct memory access (DMA) of the PIC microcontroller. Prithvi includes an inbuilt high performance waveform feature for displaying performance and memory
management of the PIC microcontroller. Prithvi includes an inbuilt high performance GP0S (GPP0 port status) display feature for PIC16 microcontroller. Prithvi includes an inbuilt feature for displaying the current status of PIC microcontroller. You can execute the software from serial port memory
of your PIC microcontroller. Prithvi includes an inbuilt feature for generating the hexadecimal output of the PIC microcontroller. You can easily perform two-way communication with the help of inbuilt GPIO (General purpose input/output) port features of the PIC microcontroller. You can
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: Core i5 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: 512 MB VRAM DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Drive: 9 GB available space Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 700 MB available space Recommended: Processor: Core i7 Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: 2 GB VRAM
Hard Drive: 9 GB available
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